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Abstract. Serious Games combine motivating game elements with serious applications like
learning, with the genre of Adventure Games being particular suited for this kind of application.
Multiplayer Games are also promising for this domain since they allow collaborative learning.
This leads to the idea of combining these two elements into Multiplayer Adventures. However,
there are hardly any examples of this kind of game, mainly because of the difficulty in designing appropriate puzzles. We therefore developed some ideas on how established puzzle types
can be adapted for multiple players, serving as a template for designers who are only familiar
with traditional Adventure Games.
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Introduction

The idea of Serious Games has been researched for quite some time now. Since puzzles offer a natural way to include learning content, Point-and-Click Adventure
Games are especially suited for this purpose [1]. Their slower pace also allows consolidation and rethinking.
Multiplayer Games on the other hand can help to enhance social skills and promote
collaborative learning [2]. This leads to the question if it is possible to enrich Adventures with multiplayer-mechanics to further enhance their learning potential.

2

Related Work

There is literature available regarding the design of Adventures [3], Multiplayer
Games in the context of collaborative learning [4] or multiplayer puzzles general [5].
However there are hardly any approaches that combine these elements into a Multiplayer Adventure Game. We could only find one example where traditional Adventure gameplay was combined with collaborative puzzles [6]. A major reason for this
might be that designing collaborative puzzles is more difficult, as noted during the
creation of this game.
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Concepts

As a first approach towards puzzle design for Multiplayer Adventure Games, we took
the standard puzzle types described by Grünwald [7] and discussed how each type has
to be modified in order to work in a multiplayer setting. We included two more types,
physics-based puzzles and quizzes. Since this approach builds on established conventions, it offers developers of traditional Adventures a familiar starting point. These
ideas use the previously described concept of player separation and are meant to fulfill the requirements we already extracted from related work [8].
Combination puzzles require the usage of an item from the player’s inventory on a
specific spot in the game world. In a multiplayer setting items can be bound to one
player, creating some kind of skill-based player separation. Another possibility would
let the players collect / exchange the items themselves, but constrain the number of
items they can carry so they have to distribute them amongst each other. It is important whether the players can see the objects of their partner. If this is not the case,
they will have to talk more often. A shared inventory in contrast reduces the need for
collaboration.
Inventory puzzles require the combination of two items inside the players’ inventories. Therefore they require similar considerations, with the additional constraint that
the involved items cannot be bound to different players if exchange is impossible.
For exploration puzzles the player has to find objects or clues in the game world. This
search offers a natural reason for collaboration, since splitting up is faster. The game
may also uses different movement skills for the player characters to encourage this.
In this dialog puzzles the players have to talk to a non-playable character, often to get
an object or information. This is also a good opportunity to introduce skill-based separation, e.g. based on charisma. A puzzle where the players have to take different
roles, like the good-cop-bad-cop-principle, is also possible.
Puzzles in which the players have to understand a complicated machine are called
machine puzzles. They are a good way to insert learning content for physics, for example about electricity. When multiple players are involved, the machines can become more complex and it is possible to operate different parts simultaneously.
Action sequences, often based on reaction time, are no puzzles in a narrow sense.
However, some games use them to add variety. When they are based on other genres,
the designer is able to use the multiplayer mechanics already implemented there.
The term classic puzzle describes puzzles from other domains like jigsaw puzzles.
Their applicability for multiplayer therefore depends on the original. Jigsaw puzzles
for example can already be solved by multiple people solving different sections.

Physics-based puzzle exploits natural phenomena like weight or magnetism and is
therefore a good fit for learning content. It can be combined with skill bases player
separation, when the characters differ regarding their weight. This kind of puzzle does
not only require knowledge, it also offers its application in practical situations.
Quizzes are commonly used to assess the learner’s progress. They however threaten
to break the immersion and should therefore be used sparsely. In a multiplayer setting
this can be done individually or as a group. Voting requires less coordination effort
but consensus requires the players to accept a common answer through discussion,
which benefits learning.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we presented first concepts on how traditional (singleplayer) puzzle
types of Adventure Games can be adapted for multiple players. We believe that these
ideas can serve as a foundation for further research on Multiplayer Adventure Games,
which seem promising in regards to collaborative learning in Serious Games.
Further work in this direction may include the implementation of concrete puzzles,
which then can be evaluated by user studies in comparison to their singleplayer forms.
It is also possible to implement them as abstract templates for authoring platforms or
game engines, which then can be filled with content by designers.
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